All claims are pending clinical substantiation.
Timing and availability of ageLOC Boost and treatment product vary by market.

WHAT IS AGELOC BOOST?
ageLOC Boost is the latest innovation from the world’s #1 at-home beauty device system brand in 2017 and 2018. This
portable, easy-to-use device harnesses exclusive variable pulse technology and is designed to boost your beauty.
HOW DOES AGELOC BOOST RELATE TO AGELOC LUMISPA® AND AGELOC GALVANIC SPA®?
Nu Skin beauty devices are each designed to treat skin in different, unique ways.

AGELOC® BOOST FAQ

FAQs

• ageLOC LumiSpa is designed for the newly skin-involved consumer. This twice-daily treatment cleanses and treats your
skin for a pure, healthy glow.
• ageLOC Boost is designed for the modern skin care consumer who is looking for new ways to enhance their skin’s
natural beauty. This simple, easy-to-use treatment activates the skin to reveal a brighter, youthful complexion every day.
• ageLOC Galvanic Spa is designed for advanced skin care consumers who want to address various signs of ageing.
These intensive weekly treatments visibly rejuvenate your face, hair, and body.
Each device offers different skin-loving benefits that you can take advantage of depending on what your skin needs.

HOW MUCH DOES AGELOC BOOST COST?
Check with your market for expected launch timing and pricing.
WHAT MAKES AGELOC BOOST INNOVATIVE AND EXCITING?
ageLOC Boost features an exclusive microcurrent waveform with variable pulse technology. When used with the Activating
Treatment, ageLOC Boost delivers visibly brighter, plumper, and bouncier skin. Some results are instant, while others are
enhanced the more you use the system. This daily treatment bridges the demographic gap between ageLOC LumiSpa® and
ageLOC Galvanic Spa®.
Another point of excitement is the design of the device. ageLOC Boost’s form was envisioned in partnership with an awardwinning, world-renowned design firm for a more refined user experience. The device feels ergonomic and is suitable for daily use
and small enough to take with you when you travel.

WILL AGELOC BOOST LAUNCH IN ALL MARKETS AT THE SAME TIME?
We hope to launch ageLOC Boost in many markets in 2020. However, specific launch dates may be delayed in some markets
due to different regulatory requirements.
WHEN WILL THE CLINICALS BEHIND AGELOC BOOST BE FINALISED?
The Nu Skin Research and Development team will conduct clinical studies later this year to support the claims and benefits
of ageLOC Boost, including visible brightening, plumping, and added bounciness. Results from these studies should be
available in October.
CAN I USE AGELOC BOOST FOR SPOT TREATMENTS TOO?
Yes. You can use ageLOC Boost for shorter amounts of time on smaller areas simply by turning the device off before the
full two-minute treatment cycle ends.
CAN I USE ANY PRODUCT WITH AGELOC BOOST?
ageLOC Boost Activating Treatment was scientifically formulated to optimally conduct the unique variable pulse microcurrent of
ageLOC Boost. To provide you with the best treatment experience, you should only use ageLOC Boost Activating Treatment
with your device.
WHERE DOES AGELOC BOOST FIT IN MY SKIN CARE ROUTINE?
Your ageLOC Boost + Activating Treatment step will come after you cleanse and tone. Then follow your ageLOC Boost
treatment with your normal serum and moisturiser.
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WHEN WILL I NOTICE BENEFITS AFTER USING AGELOC BOOST?
Some benefits are instant, while other benefits will gradually become more noticeable over time.
CAN I USE AGELOC BOOST IN THE SHOWER?
ageLOC Boost was not developed for use in a wet environment like a shower. ageLOC Boost Activating Treatment is a leaveon product rather than a wash-off. The system should be used after you cleanse and shower.

AGELOC® BOOST FAQ

DOES IT MATTER WHAT TIME OF DAY I USE AGELOC BOOST?
ageLOC Boost is safe and effective to use any time of day. We recommend using your device with ageLOC Boost
Activating Treatment during your morning skin care routine to get a boost that lasts throughout your day. You can also
perform touch-up treatments anytime for an on-the-go boost.

IS AGELOC BOOST WATERPROOF?
The device is not waterproof, but it is water-resistant. You can clean ageLOC Boost with water, but do not submerge the
device.
CAN I USE AGELOC BOOST WITH AGELOC GALVANIC SPA® FACIAL GELS?
ageLOC Galvanic Spa Facial Gels have been formulated to work with galvanic currents. ageLOC Boost uses variable pulse
microcurrents, which are different from galvanic currents. Thus, using ageLOC Galvanic Spa Facial Gels with ageLOC Boost will
not work the same or provide the same benefits. Only ageLOC Boost Activating Treatment should be used with ageLOC Boost.
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGELOC GALVANIC SPA AND AGELOC BOOST
CURRENTS?
ageLOC Boost uses exclusive variable pulse microcurrents to optimise skin and reveal its natural beauty. ageLOC Galvanic
Spa uses direct microcurrents, sometimes called galvanic currents, to deliver charged treatment products that visibly
improve skin.
HOW MUCH TIME DOES AN AGELOC BOOST TREATMENT TAKE?
ageLOC Boost treatments are recommended daily and take two minutes.
CAN I USE AGELOC BOOST WITH AGELOC GALVANIC SPA POWERMASK® AND AGELOC
GALVANIC SPA ENERGEYES™?
For optimal results, we recommend using only ageLOC Galvanic Spa with both ageLOC Galvanic Spa PowerMask and
ageLOC Galvanic Spa Eye Mask. These products were scientifically designed to work with the specific galvanic currents this
device uses.
WHY SHOULD I PUT MY ACTIVATING TREATMENT ON THE DEVICE HEAD, RATHER THAN
DIRECTLY ON MY SKIN?
ageLOC Boost is specially designed to give you the easiest, most convenient beauty boost possible. One way we’ve done
this is by creating a treatment that never requires you to actually touch the topical. Simply dispense ageLOC Boost
Activating Treatment onto the device head and begin your treatment.
CAN I START WITH AGELOC BOOST IF I’M BRAND NEW TO BEAUTY DEVICES?
Absolutely. ageLOC Boost is a great introduction to the world’s #1 at-home beauty device system brand in 2017 and 2018.
You can also try ageLOC LumiSpa or ageLOC Galvanic Spa depending on your specific skin care needs.
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